On October 2, 1968, more than 300 students and workers at La Plaza de las Tres Culturas in Tlatelolco, Mexico City were gunned down by police, on the order of former President Luis Echeverria. Those that lost their lives were protesting against the staging of the Olympic Games in a country that was struggling with poverty and an endemic lack of funding in vital public services such as education and healthcare. Often referred to as Mexico’s Tiananmen Square, the incident nevertheless went largely ignored by the Olympic Movement, who took the stance that the Olympic Games should never be affected by politics, and thus would not affect any decision to continue with the staging of the Games.

Mired by controversy before it had even begun, the Mexico 1968 Summer Games continued to court controversy via what became arguably the most overt display of racial protest in any sports event in history: The Black Power Salute of Tommie Smith and John Carlos. An account of the Mexico Games commences this case study, and kicks off consideration of issues of race and ethnicity in the Olympic Games. It is followed by presentation of the events of the Berlin Games (Hitler’s treatment of Jews and his associated use of the Olympic Games as a tool of legitimisation and propagandisation), the Munich Games (massacre of Israeli athletes by Palestinian terrorists), and the Max Schmeling vs Joe Louis match and re-match.

The 1968 Mexico Games and The Olympic Project for Human Rights

The Mexico Olympics courted controversy for two reasons: the first reason was the aforementioned massacre of Mexican protestors, and the second was The Black Power Salute, which came to be recognised as one of the most powerful racial protests ever made at a sporting event.

The Black Power Salute

The black power salute was a protest made by US Olympic athletes Tommie Smith and John Carlos, gold and bronze medallists in the 200m event, on the Olympic podium. After receiving both medals, both athletes stood with their heads bowed and a black-gloved hand raised as the American National Anthem began to play. The athletes remained in this pose for the duration of the national anthem. As they left the podium at the end of the ceremony they were booed by many in the crowd.

Following the protest, seven-time World record holder Tommie Smith told a press conference: "If I win I am an American, not a
black American. But if I did something bad then they would say 'a Negro'. We are black and we are proud of being black. Black America will understand what we did tonight.”

Smith explained the details of the protest: his right fist had represented black power in America, while the left fist of his teammate Carlos had represented black unity. Together they formed an arch of unity and power. The black scarf that he wore represented black pride, and his black socks, worn without shoes on his feet, symbolised black poverty.

The International Olympic Committee was quick to condemn the actions of the athletes. An IOC spokesperson stated that the protest was “a deliberate and violent breach of the fundamental principles of the Olympic spirit.” The two athletes were subsequently expelled from the Olympics and had their medals taken away from them. They never raced for the US national team again.

The Olympic Project for Human Rights
The protest itself formed part of the Olympic Project for Human Rights (OPHR). Professor Harry Edwards (a now-retired Professor of Sociology at Berkeley) led the movement, the specific purpose of which was to boycott the 1968 Summer Olympics as a means of protest against racism in the USA. Despite public criticism, personal threats and FBI surveillance, Edwards and the OPHR successfully led a number of sports boycotts. The Black Power Salute at the 1968 Games was undoubtedly a major landmark in the history of the OPHR that drew consciousness towards the issues associated with racial discrimination in the USA.

Max Schmeling v Joe Louis
Whilst racial segregation still dominated the racial landscape of the USA during the 30’s, professional boxing had become one of the few integrated sports in the United States at that time. Prizefighter Joe Louis was a hero to American Blacks. On June 19, 1936, after rain postponed the fight a day, the undefeated Louis was knocked out by Germany’s Max Schmeling. Although not an Olympic event, the fight took place alongside a backdrop of the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games, and thus often features within sporting conversations surrounding that era, particularly with regard to considerations of Hitler’s use of sport at that time as a means to progress the concept of Aryan supremacy.
German Minister of Propaganda Joseph Goebbels was quick to proclaim Schmeling’s victory a triumph for Germany and for the principles of Aryan supremacy: "Schmeling’s victory was not only sport. It was a question of prestige for our race." However, in a 1938 rematch, Louis defeated Schmeling in one round.

Despite the political and ideological competition that the fight represented, the two men were always friends, and remained so throughout their lives.

The Berlin Olympics
The Berlin Summer Olympic Games of 1936 allowed the world its first comprehensive insight into the propagandised war machine that was Hitler’s Third Reich. The Leni Reifenstahl film Olympia provides an enduring record of such propaganda.

The Berlin Olympic Games were certainly a propaganda victory for Hitler, hiding anti-Semitic activity for the duration of the Games and taking steps to portray Germany as a respectable member of the international community. Anti-Jewish signs were removed from public display and violence towards Jews was minimised throughout the duration of the event. Whilst overt, outward displays of anti-Semitism were kept to a minimum in this Olympic period, it would be a mistake to conclude that discriminatory activity did not continue. Furthermore, it would be a mistake to believe that such a lack of overt evidence of anti-Semitism explained the decision of many nations not to boycott the Games. Many nations were in fact painfully aware, by this point, that there had been a rise in anti-Semitism preceding the period before the Games.

Considerations of a Boycott

Soon after Hitler took power in 1933, observers in the United States and other western democracies questioned the morality of supporting Olympic Games hosted by the fascistic Nazi regime. In the same year, Avery Brundage, then President of the American Olympic Committee, stated that: "The very foundation of the modern Olympic revival will be undermined if individual countries are allowed to restrict participation by reason of class, creed, or race." Brundage initially considered the move of the Games from Germany to another venue, but later restated his position as being content with Berlin. This was based mostly on his brief and tightly managed inspection of German sports facility, after which he concluded that Jews were being treated fairly.
That same year, the American Jewish Congress, the Jewish Labor Committee and the Anti-Nazi League staged mass rallies to protest against Nazi persecution of Jews and other ethnic groups. These groups supported the boycott of the 1936 Games as part of a wider general boycott of German goods.

By the end of 1934, Brundage was vocal in his opposition to a boycott, of the Berlin Games, arguing that sport was apolitical. “The Olympic Games belong to the athletes and not to the politicians.” Brundage further stated that American athletes should not become involved in “the present Jew-Nazi altercation.”

“Neither Americans nor the representatives of other countries can take part in the Games in Nazi Germany without at least acquiescing in the contempt of the Nazis for fair play and their sordid exploitation of the Games.” - Ernest Lee Jahncke, American member of the IOC, in a letter to Count Henri Baillelet-Latour, President IOC, November 25, 1935.

By 1935, Brundage was alleging the existence of a “Jewish-Communist conspiracy” to keep the United States out of the Olympic Games. Brundage’s main American rival in discussions over a possible US boycott was Judge Jeremiah Mahoney, then President of the Amateur Athletic Union. Mahoney believed that Germany had contravened Olympic rules that forbade discrimination the grounds of race and religion, and was particularly concerned that engagement in the Games might at the same time be seen as an endorsement of Hitler’s Third Reich.

Judge Mahoney was not alone in his protestations. At the time, the Catholic journal The Commonwealth (November 8, 1935) advised boycotting the Berlin Olympic Games to avoid a move that it viewed would “set the seal of approval upon the radically anti-Christian Nazi doctrine of youth.”

Individual Jewish athletes across Europe and the US were to also make a stand. Milton Green, Captain of the Harvard University track team, took first place in the 110-meter high hurdles in regional US pre-Olympic trials, but symbolically declined his place. His Jewish teammate Norman Cahners also joined him in declining his place as a means of boycotting the Games.

The concept of Aryan Supremacy and ethnic genocide meted out by the Nazi Third Reich was not, of course, limited to Jewish people. The International Olympic Committee had to assure the safety of black athletes at the Games, and some black journalists argued that athletic victories by Blacks would undermine Nazi racial views of Aryan supremacy. Of course, they were right if we are to observe the effect of Jesse Owens on Hitler’s propaganda machine.

The IOC Position on Calls for a Boycott

Ernest Lee Jahncke, a former assistant secretary of the Navy, was expelled from the International Olympic Committee (IOC) in July.
1936 after adopting a strong public stand against the Berlin Games. The IOC, perhaps symbolically, elected Avery Brundage to fill his seat. Jahncke remains the only member in the 100-year history of the IOC to be ejected in this way. The Games were to go ahead with all countries in attendance.

The Munich Massacre

“They’re all gone.” Those were the words of ABC journalist Jim McKay, uttered at 3am, 5th September 1972. With tears in his eyes, McKay reported that 11 Israeli athletes had been murdered by terrorists in a day long siege that had played out against the backdrop of the 1972 Munich Games. The event represented the first time that Germany had staged the Games since the Nazi atrocities that had taken place against the Jewish people before and during WWII.

The murders were carried out by a Palestinian terrorist group called Black September, who had taken the Israeli athletes hostage in order to demand the release of Palestinian prisoners from Israeli jails. German authorities were heavily criticised for their handling of the crisis, including the fact that security surrounding the Olympic Village had been unacceptably lax.

The massacre of these 11 Israeli athletes was not considered sufficiently serious to merit the cancellation or even substantial postponement of the Games by the IOC. This prompted Jim Murray of the Los Angeles Times to write:

"If Berlin was the worst Olympics, Munich was the bloodiest. The host nation, Germany, was the villain, as it had been in 1936. But this time the beast was not a fascist dictator. It was a terrorist group and the victims were not anti-Semitism but sport."
Times to comment that “Incredibly, they're going on with it,” Murray went on to comment: “It's almost like having a dance at Dachau.”

The events of the Munich Games have most recently been captured in the Steven Spielberg film Munich, and in the docudrama One Day in September.

**FIND OUT MORE**


**Olympics website:**

www.olympics.org
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